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Sleeping bag 
for small toy 
 
finished size  
appr. 15 cm wide and 25-27cm long (including pillow or hood) 

   
 
You will need some reasonable understanding of craft terms because I'm not able to provide any additional help.  
You're on your own here! 
 
Needed 3.75mm needles, 35gr yarn medium worsted yarn #4 (e.g.  Lion Brand Pound of Love, Red Heart Comfort or Supersaver) 

Stitches RS= Right side, WS=wrong side, k=knit, p=purl, garter stitch=knit every row, yo=yarn over, k2tog=knit 2 together, 
p2tog=purl 2 together 

 
Sleeping Bag Body 
CAST ON 30 
9 rows garter stitch, on row 4 make 2 button holes: k2 - yo - k2tog - k22 - k2tog - yo - k2 
work next 2 rows till total length is about 40cm 

• RS - knit 
• WS - k3 - p24 - k3 

(if desired you can knit 5 or 7 rows garter stitch after about 19cm to define the middle of the body) 
 
you can insert any desired pattern or design on the middle 24st 
always KNIT the first and last 3 stitches on both WS and RS to create the garter stitch side borders 
Mark last row to show where the body part ends 
 
finishing with a pillow or a hood 
Pillow 
repeat next 2 rows for total pillow length 15cm (starting at marker) 

• RS - knit 
• WS - k3 - p24 - k3 

(if desired you can knit 5 rows garter stitch after 7cm to define the middle of the pillow) 
on WS 
pick up 30 stitches on last row where you put the marker earlier 
fold pillow down (WS together) and use Kitchener stitch to close the seam. 
fill with stuffing and close both side seams.  
Hood 
increase 8 over the middle 24st (38) 
repeat next 2 rows till total length of hood is 10cm 

• RS - knit 
• WS - k3 - p32 - k3 

shape the top as follows 
k15 - k2tog 4x - k15 (30) 
k3 - purl 24 - k3 
k11 - k2tog 4x - k11 (26) 
k3 - p6 - p2tog 4x - p6 - k3 (22)   
split stitches over 2 needles and use Kitchener stitch to close top of hood. 
Finish 
Fold the Sleeping Bag body in half and close the sides for about 10cm from bottom up.  
Sew on 2 buttons. 

 


